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Venue and Hotels
Venue
ICC, Dresden, Germany
Maritim Hotel & Internationales Congress Center Dresden
Ostra-Ufer 2
01067 Dresden
Germany
Telephone: +49 351 216-0
http://www.dresden-congresscenter.de/en/ [1]
The International Congress Center (ICC) Dresden and the adjoining Maritim hotel are located on the banks of the river Elbe with a spectacular view at the historic city centre.
The ICC with its modern architecture offers all facilities and technical requirements for hosting large international conferences. It is easily accessible from Dresden Airport by
public transport and within walking distance to downtown Dresden and all famous sights.

Unique Dresden
The Saxony state capital is characterised by its historic flair and the numerous cultural sights attracting visitors from all over the world every year. It is a modern and vibrant
city with short distances and a cuttingedge technology sector. Silicon Saxony is a registered industry association of nearly 300 companies in the microelectronics and related
sectors in Saxony, Germany, with around 40,000 employees. The majority of those firms are situated in the north of Dresden. DATE is cooperating with Silicon Saxony to
maximise quality visitor attendance to the show and increase visibility of the conference in the region. Dresden therefore states an excellent venue for DATE 2013.
Find out more about the City of Dresden at the official Dresden Homepage [2]

Hotel and Travel information
The Event Secretariat has pre-reserved rooms at reduced rates in all categories. They are all located in the city centre within walking distance to the conference venue (the ICC
Dresden).
Furthermore, conference delegates travelling to Dresden by plane or train may benefit from special offers provided by the Deutsche Lufthansa and the Deutsche Bahn.
Detailed information regarding available hotels and travel arrangements will be available here soon.
Javascript is required to view this map.

Click here to get further information. [3] The blue marker shows the International Congress Centre in Dresden, where DATE 2013 takes place.
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